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Abstract
This article describes the result of study on the relationship between reading comprehension to vocabulary mastery. Using correlational design, this study assigned 84 students of the sixth grade students of SDN 03 Tenggarong as the sample. The instruments of this study were test on reading comprehension and test on vocabulary mastery. Two kinds of data in terms of scores on reading comprehension and scores on vocabulary mastery were analyzed using product moment formula at p=0.05 and N=84. The study revealed that r-value was .802 and r-table was .294 (p=0.05). The hypothesis testing indicated that r-value was greater than r-table. The evidence showed that the study was significant, meaning that reading comprehension significantly relates to vocabulary mastery. The higher scores on reading comprehension allowed higher scores on vocabulary.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Indonesia, English language has been determined as a compulsory subject to be thought from secondary school to university level since long time ago. Although it has been thought to many students on every level of education, only some of them can use either written or orally. Introducing English as early as possible is good way of elementary school (SD) system of education so that attempt must be a positive traditionally English lesson. Where English is taught as a foreign language in Indonesia, the teaching learning of English is of particular importance. It is taught from elementary school to university.

One of the most significant aspects on language development is vocabulary, because it is a key to all language expression, either oral or written. One expresses his idea to other by using words. On the other hand, one understands other people by using words, too. So, achieving vocabulary is an important thing in learning English, although no specific treatment is given in the teaching-learning process. However, without
vocabulary, no meaning is achieved. Vocabulary list is given in the 1994 English Curriculum, but how the words should be taught is not described in the curriculum.

In addition, reading is very important in modern life nowadays. The importance of reading is giving information, news, and knowledge. The role of reading is like an open gateway. It also makes our world is wider than our immediate surroundings provide. Through reading, we can learn cultures and give us power to revolutionize our ways of thinking and living. It helps the individual to understand the society and his role as a citizen, and a worker, with his own personal needs and problems. Thus, reading is very valuable skill that the average person learns in his/her life time.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Reading Comprehension

Reading is the act of responding with appropriate meaning to be printed or written verbal symbols (Harris, 1984). Reading is passive act of communication. It means that the reader only receives what the author has written. On the other side, there is an active process of communication in the readers’ brain. Hafner (1967:457) said that reading is an active process that required the individual to demand meaning and to bring ideas to the printed page, so that symbols trigger off meaning according to the pattern of writing and experience and intelligence and habit inquiry of the readers.

According to Lado (1964:132) states that reading is as an action. Language patterns from the author’s representation. While Moore (1983:3) describes that reading as getting meaning from written text or comprehension. But, Jeremy Harmer (1983:16) thinks that reading is receptive skill where the reader is receiving written in a language. Thus, reading is not only an activity that involves eyes to see and tongues to pronounce the word, but full concentration as well to get the information of the message encode by a writer in written language.

Therefore, reading activity involves: (1) the background experience of the reader, (2) the accuracy with which the reader responds to printed or written materials, and (3) the reader understands the message. So the writer concludes that reading is the activity of getting meaning and understanding the written text also without fully vocabulary mastery very little can be convey and comprehend from message.

The definition of reading comprehension was presented by Baudion (1977:15) that states reading for thorough comprehension is careful reading in order to understand the total meaning of the passage. While Grellet, (1984:3) expresses that understanding a written text means extracting the required information from it as efficiently as possible. Miller and Laird (1979: 20) states that the aim of comprehension system should be translated the linguistic input into routines for action in accordance with the social context of it is part.

Furthermore, Moore (1983:3) describes that reading is as getting meaning from written text or comprehension. In the elementary school, reading in English is the activity to get meaning by translates the English words into native words. So reading in elementary school is the activity of translation of the words. The number of vocabulary is very influence the understanding the reading.
From definition mentioned above, it can be concluded that reading comprehension is a reading for understanding and grasping the total meaning of the passage in depth in order to receive the ideas and information as well and as efficiently as possible.

2.2. Process of Reading

When we read a passage, we must find something in the reading context; understanding, information, pleasure, or others. Basically, when we want to understand the passage fully, we should have the ability to comprehend. In relation with reading skill, Button (1983:13) states comprehension is understanding in depth. It is grasping, a taking in of the material with which the readers are required to deal.

The performance that is resulted from reading follows some processes. The processes are related each other. According to Ishak (1994:8) states the processes are: mechanical process, meaningful process, experiential process, developmental process, and total growth process in which mechanical process, meaning development, and experience. Each plays has an important part.

Furthermore, Lawrence (1967:72) defines that comprehension is the ability to understand what one has read or listened. It means that in process of reading, the reader understands what the content is or what the writer conveys. There is assimilation among fact, concepts and generalizations of new term from what the readers have known. Thus, in reading students can improve their grammar, vocabulary and writing sentences. Therefore, the most materials in English subject at school are reading, especially reading comprehension.

2.3. Kinds of Reading

Reading can be done aloud or silently. In reading aloud, the reader enunciates the sounds which are symbolized by the writer’s marks on the script. Reading aloud demands more clear pronunciation, how the reader pronounces the word correctly, includes rhythm: regular repetition of units or stress in time, and intonation: system of sentence and phrase or sentence that may be said with different intonation to express different shades of meaning or different attitudes.

While in silent reading, the reader will derive meaning from the word combinations in the text without necessarily vocalizing what he is reading. Silent reading does not insist on the intonation and rhythm, but observe the information as much as possible, and understand the meaning of sentences and ideas of the script.

For the purpose of comprehending the text, silent reading has to be occurred. This is based on Dwyer’s opinion (1983:86) that reading aloud forced the students to focus on each word (not looking at the words as whole for communication) and make them struggle to pronounce correctly and deliver expressively what they are reading loudly.

Thereby, in reading students can improve their vocabulary. In this case, the students do not know simply know the lexical meaning of individual words, but they must develop strategies which will allow them to discover the meanings of the words additionally, they also practice deriving the meaning from the context (Abort, 1981:75).
And also in reading, students can increase the fluency of their spelling. In spelling, the students usually pronounce the words while observing the printed forms. Then they try to recall the appearance of the words without looking at them. Finally, the words are written and checked.

2.4. Vocabulary Mastery

In order to clarify the meaning of vocabulary achievement, the writer presents firstly the concepts of vocabulary. According to Yerkes (1989:1598) vocabulary is a list or collection of words or phrases of a language, branch, science or the like, usually arranged in alphabetical order and designed. Then, Charter’s idea quoted by Agustina (1999:7) states that “vocabulary is the content and function words of a language which are learned so thoroughly that they become a part of child understanding, speaking, and later on reading and writing.” And she also states that, “vocabulary is words having meaning when heard or seen even though not produced by individual himself to communicate with others.” From the concept of vocabulary explained above, it can be said in short that vocabulary is a group of words that must be learned by learners of language.

Another definition of vocabulary as Webster’s New Wordbook Inc. in the workbook encyclopedia states, “vocabulary is all the words of language. Vocabulary is the sum of words used by a particular person, profession, etc. Vocabulary is a list of words and phrases usually arranged alphabetical and defined.” According to Cobuild (1996:1232) states that vocabulary is the total number of words one knows in a particular language. In Oxford learners dictionary (Hornby, 1997:290) that vocabulary is defined as the total number of words in language, and the word known to a person and a list of words with their meanings especially at the back of a book used for teaching a foreign language. In short, vocabulary is a total number or words that (with rules for combining them) makes up a language.

Based on the definitions above, the writer concludes that vocabulary is not only words we use in real situation that we can find in ourselves various activities of our life, but also words that arise from particular circumstance of our life and work.

From the concept of vocabulary above, it can be said that in short vocabulary is a group of words that must be learned by the learners’ of language. In the learning-teaching process, the mastery is indicated by the degree of achieve a level of understanding about a topic. The mastery is mastered by using a command to do exercise or a test to see the understanding of a topic. The mastery is represented in terms of score. In this regard, the mastery is an achievement about a topic and the achievement is presented in scores given to see the understanding of a topic.

Most people feel that there is a common sense relationship between vocabulary and comprehension-message or composed of ideas, and ideas are expressed in words. Most theorist and researchers in education have assumed that vocabulary knowledge and reading are closely correlated, and numerous studies have shown the strong correlation between the two (Baker, 1995).
In short, vocabulary mastery is achievement about the total number of words which (with rules for combining them) make up language and the achievement is presented in scores given to see the understanding of the total number of words.

Based on Gairns and Redman (1986:54) states that learning and teaching vocabulary can be based on its contend and strategies. The content deals with decision about contend. The selection is based on:

a. *The course book*
   The course book will include the written and spoken texts, activities for the presentation and practice of grammatical structures and testing exercise.

b. *Supplementary materials*
   Supplementary materials provided by educational institution or selected by the teacher himself. This may include texts, drills, narrative, role-play, exercise, video, etc.

c. *The student*
   A wide range of an unanticipated and unpredictable item will inevitably surface from student inquiries, queries and errors.

d. *Specific vocabulary*
   Specific vocabulary activities designed by the teacher for his/her particular group of student.

   In teaching-learning process, teachers are suggested to familiarize students finding a new word using a technique. To familiarize students finding new words, the writer thinks that it would be better if the teachers know the principles of vocabulary development. Stahl in Agustina (1999:30) confirms three principles of vocabulary development. They are as follows:

a. *Definition and contextual information*
   Some things that are teacher might do to provide definitional information include; teaching synonyms, teaching antonyms, rewriting definition, providing examples, providing non-examples, discussing the difference between the new word and related word. Similarly, a teacher could provide contextual information by; having students create sentences containing the target word, discussing the meaning of the same word in different sentences, creating a scenario, and silly questions.

b. *Involve children in actively processing new word meaning*
   A second principle of effective vocabulary instruction relates to how active students are at constructing links between new information and previously known information. The processing that students can be involved includes associating processing, comprehension, and generating processing.
c. Use discussion to actively teach word meaning

Use discussion adds an important dimension to vocabulary instruction. Some benefits that can be taken by students can learn from their peers, students can construct a good idea of a word’s meaning from the partial knowledge of the entire class, and students can have a clear meaning of word.

3. METHODS

The design of this research is correlation design. The purpose of the design is to examine the relationship of one variable to the other one. The first variable under study is the score of reading comprehension as the independent variable, and the second variable is the score of vocabulary mastery as the dependent variable.

The population of this study is the sixth year students of SDN 003 Tenggarong. There are three classes of the sixth year students, namely 6-A, 6-B, and 6-C. The total number of the population is 112 students. A population is complete set of individuals or subject having some common observable characteristics. The population may be all individuals or particular type or a more restrict part of the group (Moore, 1983:110). To observe the population, however, the researcher did not take the whole number of population, but it was a part of population as a sample.

Sample is a part of the population representing the characteristics of the population (Budiharso, 2004:154). The number of the sample is selected based on the opinion by Best (1985:57). If the subject is less than 100, it is better to take all, so the research is population research. In this study, because the total number of the population is more than 100, the researcher took the sample 40% of population, so the total number of sample in this study was 40% x 112 = 44.8 that was rounded off to 45 students. In this case, the sample of the research can be taken from fourteen to sixteen students each class, so the total number of sample is 45 students from three classes.

The instruments of this study are reading comprehension test and vocabulary mastery test. The profile of reading comprehension and vocabulary mastery test are described in the following sections.

The test of reading comprehension was designed based on the English textbook for sixth year students of elementary school (SD), such as English for Sekolah Dasar by Partini (2001). The format of the reading comprehension test is objective test because of the practical reason that the objective test is easy to score. The test is multiple-choice test, because multiple-choice test can be very consistent although it covers a very limited area of the content (Horrison, 1983:111). The test consists of 25 items from three passages. Each item has four choices.

The test of vocabulary mastery was designed based on the English textbook for the sixth year students of elementary school. Similar to reading test, the format of the vocabulary test is objective test because of the practical reason that the objective test is easy to score. The test is multiple-choice test and consists of 40 items. Each item has four choices, one number is the right answer and the others are cheaters.

In the case of obtaining a good test, the researcher applied a series of tryout before conducting the research. The tryout test applied is used to gain difficulty index,
validity, and reliability. The tryout was conducted to select items of reading comprehension and vocabulary mastery tests.

There are two kinds of data used for this study, namely data on reading comprehension and data on vocabulary mastery. Data were collected based on the following procedures before analyzing by Product Moment Formula to see the correlation of the independent variable (reading comprehension) to the dependent variable (vocabulary mastery) of the study.

The data of reading comprehension is the score of reading comprehension test that was given to the sample. The highest score of reading test was 100, but the score of each items test based on number of test after the test to be selected based on the tryout analysis. The data of vocabulary mastery is the score of vocabulary mastery test that was given to the sample. The highest score of vocabulary test was 100, but the score of each items test based on number of test after the test to be selected based on the tryout analysis.

The research belongs to a correlation study, which aims at seeing whether reading comprehension has a close relationship with vocabulary mastery, so the equipment employed to analyze the data is the Product Moment Correlation formula under Karl Pearson. The formula used to correlate the variables was Pearson Product Moment formula. The test of the study was given under 5% level of significance (p=0.05), and the value of r-table at N = 45 is 0.294. The result of the study indicated whether variable of reading comprehension improve significantly to the variable of vocabulary mastery of the students.

To interpret the result of analysis, criterion proposed by Djiwandono (1996:134) as shown in Table 1 was used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
<th>INTERPRETATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.80 – 1.00</td>
<td>Very high correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.60 – 0.80</td>
<td>High correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.40 – 0.60</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.20 – 0.40</td>
<td>Low correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00 – 0.20</td>
<td>Very low correlation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS

The analysis is aimed to see the results of scores of reading comprehension and vocabulary mastery variables achieved from 45 students as a research sample. The scores of reading comprehension are tabulated as variable X or independent variable, and the scores of vocabulary mastery are tabulated as variable Y or dependent variable.

The scores of reading comprehension as shown on table 2 delivered total score 2714 and the scores of vocabulary mastery delivered total score 2856. With 45 students as a sample, the variable reading comprehension delivered the average score 60.31 and the variable vocabulary mastery delivered the average score 63.46. It is clear that the average score of the dependent variable of vocabulary mastery is higher than the
average score of the independent variable of reading comprehension. In addition, the variable reading comprehension delivered the total X squared ($X^2$) = 166900 and the variable vocabulary mastery delivered the total Y squared ($Y^2$) = 185518. To prove whether reading comprehension improves significantly toward vocabulary mastery or not, the researcher needs to process the scores of both variables using r-test formula and to test the hypothesis. The procedures to process of the statistic data on the r-test of Product Moment formula appears in the following section.

To see correlation of reading comprehension to vocabulary mastery of the students, the calculation of r-test formula of Product Moment is done with the formula as follows:

$$r_{XY} = \frac{N \sum XY - (\sum X)(\sum Y)}{\sqrt{(N \sum X^2 - (\sum X)^2)(N \sum Y^2 - (\sum Y)^2)}}$$

$$= \frac{45 \times 175209 - (2174)\times(2856)}{\sqrt{45 \times 166900 - (2174)^2)(45 \times 185518 - (2856)^2)}}$$

$$= \frac{7884405 - 7749827}{\sqrt{7510500 - 7365796)(8348299 - 8153880)}}$$

$$= \frac{134578}{\sqrt{144704\times194419}}}$$

$$= \frac{134578}{28133134624}$$

$$= \frac{134578}{167729349}$$

$$= 0.802$$

By doing r test calculation, the researcher found r value = 0.802. Then, this result is compared to the r table with N (total of sample) = 45 and p = 0.05 or $\alpha = 5\%$. To do this, the researcher used r table on N = 45 and p = 0.05. Based on the criteria, the researcher found the r table value on N = 45 and p = 0.05 is 0.294. The result of r table is compared to the r value.

5. DISCUSSION

The results of r-test calculation of reading comprehension to vocabulary mastery by r-test formula, then, is obtained to test the hypothesis testing. This procedure means
that the result of r-test calculation as the basis of the interpretation of the result of the hypothesis testing.

The working hypothesis (Ha) of the study reads as: “Reading comprehension improves significantly to vocabulary mastery of the students.” To test the hypothesis, the working hypothesis is formulated first into the null hypothesis (Ho). The formulated Ha into Ho is needed because the researcher should be in neutral opinion. This means that before testing the hypothesis, the researcher has to put his neutral position and does not show any prediction on the result of the testing. Therefore, the hypothesis is stated in the negative form. The Ho of this study then reads as: “Reading comprehension does not improve significantly to vocabulary mastery of the students.”

The comparison between r table and r value on N = 45 and p = 0.05 used in this study, indicates that r value (0.802) is higher (>0) than r table (0.294). This means that Ho is rejected and Ha is received. The result implies that the Ho that reads: “Reading comprehension does not improve significantly to vocabulary mastery of the students” is considered not true.

From the result of data analysis under study, the answer to the research problem can be stated as: “Reading comprehension relates significantly to vocabulary mastery.” In other words, the higher scores on reading comprehension allows higher scores on vocabulary mastery.

6. CONCLUSION

The result of data analysis using Product Moment Formula by Carl Pearson, it showed that reading comprehension improved significantly vocabulary mastery of the students. It can be seen from the result of calculation by Product Moment Formula that achieved the correlation coefficient 0.802. it meant that reading comprehension achievement has very high correlation to vocabulary mastery of the students. By comparing to the value of r-table at 0.05 significance level and N = 45, it showed r-value of calculation was greater than r-table (0.294) that indicated the significant correlation between reading comprehension to vocabulary mastery of the students.
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